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Abstract: For prosthesis users, knee units can range from simple devices costing $2000 up to $45,000
for high-end, microprocessor-controlled systems. These higher-end electronic knees provide significant advantages in stability, gait, and metabolic rate compared to their passive or mechanical
counterparts. However, the high cost of such systems makes them inaccessible to most amputees. In
this study, it was hypothesized that a microprocessor knee could be manufactured for less than $1000,
with comparable stability and user experience to a high-end industry standard device. A prototype
(E-Knee) was designed with a specific emphasis on stance stability, and was tested during patient
gait trials. The gait trials used a repeated measures design to compare three knee devices (a simple
passive knee, the prototype E-Knee, and a high-end knee). Ground reaction forces and a functionality
questionnaire were used to compare devices. A microprocessor locking test was used to evaluate the
prototype’s ability to prevent falls. Building on the LIMBS M3, a passive four-bar polycentric device,
the E-Knee added sensing, computing, and controlling capabilities for a material cost of $507. Initial
data from a two-subject trial served as proof-of-concept to validate the prototype and found that it
improved gait by providing more stability than the M3 and had more gait-pattern similarities to the
Ottobock C-Leg than to the M3. Patients reported no perceived differences in stability between the
E-Knee and the C-Leg. Patient trials supported that the E-Knee prototype behaved more naturally
than the low-end M3 device and had similar ground reaction forces to the C-Leg.
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1. Introduction

Publisher’s Note: MDPI stays neutral

Roughly 185,000 lower-limb amputations are performed in the United States each year,
with above-knee amputations (AK) making up 26% (48,100) [1,2]. For patients looking to
maintain their mobility, prosthetic legs offer normalcy and independence. While there are
many types of prosthetic knee devices on the market, microprocessor-controlled prosthetic
knees (MPKs) have been touted as greatly beneficial to amputee stability. With dynamic
control of flexion and extension, such knees are preferred by 82% of active amputees [3].
Though some studies have found limited improvement, other studies have found that
MPKs offer reduced hip work, decreased energy expenditure, increased gait stability,
reduced risk for secondary injury, increased gait smoothness, and reduced falls [4–11].
Research has shown that MPKs are the best systems currently available for restoring
normal gait and balance [12,13]. Gait symmetry in healthy subjects has been well defined
by the literature [14,15], and microprocessor systems are designed to facilitate natural
gait [16]. In studies, ground reaction forces (GRFs) are commonly used to compare and
evaluate both gait symmetry, asymmetry, and limb performance. Due to repeatability
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and relatively low variance among subjects in similar circumstances, GRFs can be used to
quantitatively compare performance between knee systems. Additionally, GRFs are used
to study symmetry between intact and prosthetic limbs to determine gait normalcy [6].
Increased limb stability is one of the main advantages MPKs have over passive knees.
The device’s ability to react automatically reduces stumbling and falling. Individuals with
lower-limb amputations are at risk of injury during falls (40.7% prevalence rate); even with
an MPK, at least half of prosthesis users fall annually [13,17].
While software and hardware can increase gait stability, as seen with MPKs, the geometric design of the knee also influences performance. These geometries fall into two
primary categories: single-axis and polycentric. In single-axis systems, the knee rotates
around a fixed point, which often calls for supplemental support to prevent knee hyperextension or collapse. Single-axis systems are common in MPKs due to their simplified
design and linear flexion. In contrast, polycentric systems have moving centers of rotation
and offer unique advantages over single-axis designs, such as increased stance stability
and improved toe clearance [18–20]. The four-bar system is a common polycentric design
and is often used for additional stance-phase stability.
The device designed in this study expands on the LIMBS M3 knee, a purely mechanical polycentric four-bar device. The M3 is designed, manufactured, and implemented by
LIMBS International in the United States as a relief knee for low-income amputees throughout the world at a production cost of $20 [21]. In terms of commercial prostheses, the M3
is one of the most affordable options in contrast to higher-end MPKs, such as Ottobock’s
C-Leg. These MPKs cost between $22,000 and $42,000 according to L-Codes, used in the
United States for health insurance reimbursements. Even within developed economies,
many without insurance would struggle to afford the repeated prosthetic costs for the
benefits of an MPK. With approximately 25% of the global population earning under $1.25
each day [4], expensive MPKs are unaffordable to the majority of amputees. To address
the current gap in the market, this study outlines the proof-of-concept and initial testing
of an affordable MPK, which became labeled the electronic knee (E-Knee). The E-Knee
prototype developed over the course of this study seeks to add computing components to
the commercial LIMBS M3 knee discussed above.
It was hypothesized that the E-Knee could be manufactured at a cost less than $1000,
with comparable gait and user experience to an industry standard high-end device. This
would be determined by a 20% decrease in mean absolute error (MAE) of vertical GRFs
between the M3 and E-Knee when compared to the patient’s MPK, and a less than 10%
difference in survey responses between the E-Knee and the patient’s MPK.
2. Methods
The goal of the E-Knee was to serve as a proof-of-concept for a low-cost MPK with the
ability to continuously monitor gait, adjust to gait variability, and catch subjects’ stumbling.
As this research included the initial design of the system, the methodology is broken into
the following segments: prototype design, study protocol, and data analysis.
2.1. Prototype Design
Due to the low-cost aim of this research, the fundamental building block for the
design was the LIMBS M3 knee. To augment the knee, four potential methods of knee
swing control were identified for the prototype: mechanical [22,23], pneumatic [19,24,25],
hydraulic [5,16,19], and magnetorheological [5,26,27]. These methods were evaluated and
compared to one another using a weighted decision matrix (Table 1). Due to its industry
prevalence, a hydraulic method was chosen to be the benchmark. Except in the case of
binary features, the control method scoring could vary between one and nine. Using each
feature’s assigned weights, the product sum was calculated for each method. The results
were normalized to make the final decision.
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Table 1. Control method decision matrix for common features found in literature across four candidate control methods. Each control method is scored per feature on either a one to nine scale or binary
(yes or no) flag. Results were normalized to the highest scoring method for intuitive comparison.
Feature

Weight (1–10)

Hydraulic

Pneumatic

Stability
Weight Limit
Maintenance ease
Cost
Variable Cadence (binary)
Immediate support on first step
of stairs (binary)
Supportive yield for sitting down (binary)
Knee locking (binary)
Redesign amount
Degree of Flexion
Weight

10
9
9
8
8

5
5
5
5
1

4
3
4
7
1

5
4
2
2
1

5
2
6
6
1

6

1

0

1

1

6
6
5
5
3

1
1
5
5
5

1
1
5
5
6

1
1
5
7
4

1
1
3
7
5

271
100

247
91

218
80

261
96

Final Results
Normalized

Magnetorheological Mechanical

To guide the design of the prototype, the features from the decision matrix were
aligned with design specifications commonly found in the literature and industry (Table 2).
To reduce overall cost and increase the possibility for repair in developing economies,
components were selected with an emphasis on off-the-shelf availability.
Table 2. Design features based on literature review and field requirements versus prototype design specifications.
Feature

Specification

Stability
Weight Limit
Maintenance ease
Cost
Variable cadence
Immediate support on first step of stairs
Supportive yield for sitting down
Knee locking
Redesign amount
Degree of flexion
Weight

Provide mechanism to arrest flexion.
Support patient of 80 kg.
Use retail parts commonly available.
Cost less than $1000.
Include mechanism for variable swing control.
Must be able to detect step.
Include mechanism for variable knee resistance.
Must have immediate effect from stability mechanism.
Minimally redesign M3 knee.
Minimum 90 degrees of flexion.
Weigh less than 2.27 kg (5 lb).

2.2. Study Protocol
To test the prototype, subjects were recruited through local prosthetists in El Paso,
Texas. The study was approved and conducted according to Institutional Review Board
(IRB) standards at The University of Texas at El Paso (IRB 868626-1). Patient-selection
criteria included: (1) an activity level of K3 or higher; (2) no ongoing medical issues;
(3) recommendation for the study by a prosthetist; and (4) primary prosthesis was an MPK.
The subjects had standard fittings on their sockets, therefore, no component modifications
were necessary. A prosthetist adjusted each device for the subjects to ensure they could
walk comfortably and safely. The activity levels of the subjects were classified by the
prosthetist using Medicare functional levels (K0–K4). These levels describe the subject’s
ability to ambulate; levels K3 and K4 indicate the baseline ability to navigate environmental
barriers and walk with variable speed [28].
Though mimicking an intact limb was the primary goal for the E-Knee, comparative
data to industry standard high-end MPKs give relative milestones as well. For example, the
C-Leg reduces falls (64%), reduces stumbles (59%), and increases balance (68%) compared
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to passive systems [28,29]. Therefore, the relative improvement of redesigning a passive
knee can be evaluated through comparison.
Three different knees were used for the study: the LIMBS M3, the E-Knee prototype,
and the patient’s current MPK. The study used the LIMBS M3 to evaluate the E-Knee’s
improvements from a simpler design, and the current MPK for comparability to a familiar
more advanced design. With each knee, subjects were asked to participate in the following
study phases after a familiarization period: (1) Amputee Mobility Predictor survey (AMP),
(2) walking trial, (3) microprocessor locking trial, and (4) LEGS Functional Parameters
Questionnaire (LFPQ). During the walking and microprocessor locking trials, data were
collected using a combination of two Bertec™ force plates and lower-limb infrared markers
in a Northern Digital™ Investigator® 3D motion-capture system, sampling at 2000 Hz
and 100 Hz, respectively. Infrared markers were placed on body segments and physical
references, such as the greater trochanter, were digitized using mathematical relationships
to the markers in a modified Helen Hayes configuration for the lower extremities. Visual
3D (C-Motion Inc., Germantown, MD, USA) was used to calculate joint angles.
Subjects would be asked to walk at their own speed for each sample, therefore, the
GRF data were resampled into similar time segments using interpolation. The resulting
curves were then averaged and the standard deviations found. This was done for the
vertical and horizontal (fore/aft) data. Motion capture data were used to calculate the
angle of the knee joint during gait. To measure fall prevention capabilities, it was necessary
to compare knee flexion during the gait and locking trials. With the associated knee flexion
datum during heel strike, knee angle was calculated at the point when the vertical GRF of
the heel strike was at its maximum.
2.2.1. Amputee Mobility Predictor (AMP)
The AMP has been shown to quantify stability and mobility with a reliable level
of certainty by using a summation of various scored tasks [28,30]. Subjects completed a
shortened version of the AMP before the trials began. Focusing on metrics not measured
by the trials, the AMP was abbreviated to the first thirteen questions. Recruited patients
were already classified as mobile by prosthetists; thus, the abbreviated AMP was not used
as a total indicator of mobility, but rather a comparison of relative mobility and stability
between knee systems for each patient.
2.2.2. Walking Trial
Subjects were asked to walk at a self-selected walking speed for 15 feet across the
two force plates, one for each foot. Gait had commenced before the data-collection frame
and continued past it to minimize gait acceleration and deceleration. Subjects were asked
to repeat this procedure without rest periods until a total of five runs had been obtained
for each knee. Although handrails were available in case of falling, the subjects walked
unassisted. An example of this trial can be seen in Figure 1.
2.2.3. Microprocessor Locking Trial
Using the methodology described by Greene et al., the approximate Trochanter-Ankle
(TA) line was determined and used with the instantaneous center of rotation to find the
angle of instability for a polycentric knee system [20]. Using this procedure, the four-bar
linkage of the LIMBS M3 is mechanically unstable at six degrees.
To test whether the E-Knee system could catch the subject in the event of a stumble, a
physical block was inserted into the linkage to prevent extension past 10 degrees of flexion.
At this slightly flexed angle, the mechanical characteristics of the four-bar mechanism
were not supporting the weight of the subject. No adjustments were made to the control
algorithms between this locking trial and the prior walking trial. Subjects were asked to
take a single step onto the force plate while leading with the prototype. As before, data
were collected for five runs.
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3. Results
3.1. Prototype System
The final prototype E-Knee was composed of a modified LIMBS M3 (Figure 2A,B), a
variable damper (Figure 2C), a magnetic sensor (Figure 2D), an Arduino microprocessor
(Boarduino with ATmega 328; Figure 2E), a clamping mechanism (Figure 2F), and a power
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linkage that provided an anchoring point for the variable damper. Outside of mid-flexion,
the angular change profile of total knee flexion matches closely to that of the posterior
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link. Therefore, dampening applied through this linkage during gait would be mostly linear.
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For the control system, the angular flexion of the knee was calculated using a Hall
Effect sensor between the lower block of the knee and the modified posterior linkage. The
overall knee angle was converted from the sensor readings with a logarithmic expression.
An Arduino (Boarduino) was used as the control system and monitored the flexion at a
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resolution of 50 Hertz. The control program had three distinct states: stance, swing, and
stumble. Using basic pattern recognition and thresholds of the monitored flexion velocity,
the program switched between the gait states. If the program detected rapid angular flexion
during stance, indicative of stumbling or collapse, the system switched to stumble and
engaged the clamping mechanism, which would arrest flexion. The state would switch
from stumble back to stance when knee extension was detected. If the angular flexion had
a mild increase after stance, the state would be switched to swing. When knee extension
velocity reached zero, swing state was always switched to stance, albeit briefly in case
of collapse.
The clamping mechanism was designed to add the functionality of halting flexion. It
was normally closed and used a 5V push-pull solenoid to change states. It attached to the
rod of the damper and provided a mechanical binding to prevent further flexion.
The power supply consisted of eight AA batteries in series with a L7805CV voltage
regulator. The 12V directly from the batteries could control the damper, and the 5 V after the
voltage regulator had enough current to support the microcontroller, sensor, and solenoid.
In total, the E-Knee system components cost $507. The E-Knee features the electromechanical functionality of a typical MPK: stumble locking and variable gait cadence.
However, its control system is basic. Knee pattern matching relies only on the knee angle
and works primarily during gait. Stumble detection is only applied during the heel strike
phase, and the variable dampening requires calibration data to be functional. Results
according to the design specifications can be found in Table 3.
Table 3. Design specifications vs. results of E-Knee.
Specification

Result

Provide mechanism to arrest flexion
Support patient of 80 kg
Use retail parts commonly available
Cost less than $1000
Include mechanism for variable swing control

Clamping Mechanism
Walking test of 112.5 kg
No custom components
Retail component cost of $507.23
Variable Damper
Hall Effect Sensor for angle. Microprocessor
extrapolates step conditions
Variable Damper

Must be able to detect step
Include mechanism for variable knee resistance
Must have immediate effect from
stability mechanism
Minimally redesign M3 knee
Minimum 90 degrees of flexion
Weigh less than 2.27 kg (5 lb)

20 ms microprocessor response resolution
Only back link redesigned
90 degrees of flexion
1.97 kg (4.34 lb)

3.2. Quantitative Results
A total of two subjects participated in the study. Both subjects were confirmed healthy
and capable walkers by their prosthetist. Subject 1 was male, 62 years old, 91.2 kg, a K3,
and a unilateral transfemoral (left) amputee. Subject 2 was male, 70 years old, 112.5 kg, a
K3, and a unilateral transfemoral (left) amputee.
Subject 1 and Subject 2 used the C-Leg in their daily lives: versions 3 and 4, respectively. Both had no other medical conditions, and the amputations were results of earlier
trauma. Figure 3 shows the results of the GRF during the walking trial. Body weight
(BW) percentage was calculated using the measured GRF from a static sample before data
collection with each knee. While the figure is shown in terms of step percentage, gait speeds
were not equal between the different knee systems. For Subject 1, normalized gait speeds
were C-Leg: 100%, E-Knee: 78.2%, and M3: 63.2% (C-Leg: 1.04 m/s, E-Knee: 0.82 m/s, and
M3: 0.66 m/s). For Subject 2, normalized gait speeds were C-Leg: 100%, E-Knee: 78.3%,
and M3: 81.1% (C-Leg: 0.51 m/s, E-Knee: 0.40 m/s, and M3: 0.41 m/s).
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Table 4 shows the results by calculating the MAE of the vertical GRF between both the
M3 and E-Knee when compared to the C-Leg. The final averaged decrease in MAE was
31.4%. Fore/aft GRF was examined to observe subject acceleration or deceleration during
the trials. When considering a difference of greater than 20% to be significant, the Subjects
1 and 20 s fore/aft GRF decreased by 26.6% and 24.2%, respectively, during gait on the M3,
but showed no significant difference for the E-Knee or C-Leg. Mediolateral GRF data were
low in magnitude and showed no noteworthy differences between trials, knees, or subjects.
Therefore, they are not considered in this analysis. Table 5 shows the results obtained from
the kinematic data of the lower limbs and the vertical GRF during both the walking and
microprocessor locking trial. The datapoint being considered is the maximum GRF during
heel strike.
Table 4. Mean absolute error (MAE) of vertical GRF when compared to the C-Leg. Percent decrease
highlights improvement from M3 to E-Knee.

M3
E-Knee
Percent Decrease
MAE

Subject 1

Subject 2

Average

7.42
4.01

7.82
6.50

7.62
5.26

46.0%

16.9%

31.4%
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Table 5. Results of flexion angle and max vertical GRF during walking and microprocessor locking
trials. Difference shows the resulting difference between values of the two different trials.
Subject 1

Subject 2

Angle (Deg)

Weight (N)

Angle (Deg)

Weight (N)

188.0
176.8
11.3

893.8
865.2
28.6

179.4
173.5
5.9

1136.6
920.7
215.9

Walking
Locking
Difference

3.3. Qualitative Results
Results from the abbreviated AMP showed very little difference in the mobility between the knees, with scores among each subject being the same for both the C-Leg and
E-Knee, and losing one point, due to balancing difficulty, on the M3.
Full results of the LFPQ are given in Figure 4. According to the LFPQ, Subject 1 felt
that the E-Knee was a considerable improvement over the M3. When ignoring noise and
weight, the E-Knee differed from the C-Leg by a maximum of 6%. In contrast, the M3
Prosthesis 2022, 4, FOR PEER REVIEW
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4. Discussion
4.1. Prototype Functionality
The E-Knee prototype met the design specifications listed in Table 2, as shown in
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4. Discussion
4.1. Prototype Functionality
The E-Knee prototype met the design specifications listed in Table 2, as shown in
Table 3. Demonstrated by the microprocessor locking test (Table 5), the clamping mechanism was able to prevent collapse. With the physical blockage keeping the knee at a
minimum of 10 degrees of flexion during this trial, the results of Subject 2 suggest that
full extension was not happening during gait. This could be due to improper segment
calibration in Visual 3D or an angle inclination in the alignment of the prosthetic system.
Nevertheless, the system supported a subject of 112.5 kg, which was beyond the initial goal
of 80 kg. Further work would involve the ISO 10328 principal load testing, but also a more
thorough analysis of the clamping mechanism’s locking capabilities throughout flexion. In
terms of component costs, the prototype’s $507 valuation does not consider manufacturing
and production costs and should be kept in mind when comparing to commercial prices
for other devices.
Mechanically, the E-Knee functioned similarly to the M3 during normal gait. As
demonstrated by the microprocessor locking trial, the E-Knee can react to stumbles and
prevent falls. It should be noted that the E-Knee control algorithms were not altered
between the walking and microprocessor locking trials, demonstrating a control system
capable of preventing knee collapse in the case of stumbles.
Another limitation of the control algorithm is the lack of variability in dampening. In
this prototype version, the damper provides passive damping and an attachment point for
the clamping mechanism. The electronic controls allowed the damper to provide enough
dampening to severely slow down flexion under load, but the damper did not function
in this capacity during the trials. Future work will include the development of a variable
dampening control system that adapts to patient gait speed.
Limitations of the design include a maximum knee flexion of 90 degrees, low resolution
on the knee flexion sensor, and state-programmed stumble detection. Future work for
the knee flexion restriction would most likely include a linkage that modifies the bottom
block and contains a custom hydraulic unit. Such a unit should accomplish the tasks of
dampening and arresting flexion. Furthermore, the current state program was limited,
and was primarily used to showcase the mechanical viability of the system. As the sensor
system relied on a Hall Effect sensor with a non-linear measurement, the resolution of the
system was greater during lower flexion angles. This limitation introduced greater noise
during flexion, and limited the precision of the gait phase switching algorithm. It used
rudimentary triggers to switch between gait and locking, and should, in the future, include
more advanced gait recognition and further ambulation states.
4.2. Experimental Data
When examining MAE between the knees on the graphs shown in Figure 3, the E-Knee
emulated the C-Leg more closely than it emulated the M3 (Table 4). Though the MAE
improvement from the M3 to the E-Knee varied between subjects, both showed marked
improvement and the average improvement was 31.4%, firmly above the hypothesized 20%.
Subject walking speed and the proportion of time spent on the intact limb versus the
prosthetic limb are indicative of subject trust in the prosthetic device [3]. It is, therefore,
indicated that both subjects trusted the M3 the least, with almost equal times spent on the
C-Leg and E-Knee. Though by this metric, it should also be noted that subject 2 distrusted
all prosthetic knees more than subject 1. Subject 10 s difference between intact and prosthetic
duration is 10% for both the E-Knee and C-Leg, while Subject 20 s difference is 21%. While
self-selected speeds allowed for intra-prosthesis comparison, future work should include
set gait speed to draw further conclusions between subject’s GRFs.
Although the classified activity levels of both subjects (K3) indicated good health
and vigor, younger subjects and additional activity levels would help diversify data and
strengthen conclusions. Nevertheless, according to a study by Batten et al., Subject 1 and
20 s C-Leg speed data indicate activity levels of K4 and K3, respectively [33].
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Subjects 1 and 2 slowed down by 26.6% and 24.2%, respectively, during their M3
walking trials. A reason for this could be the limited walking area available. Future work
should include either longer walking stretches or an instrumented treadmill so that gait
speed would be more constant. Additionally, a treadmill would allow for longer stretches
of data collection, reducing the likelihood of sensor obstruction. Though data appeared
continuous at the time of collection, the motion capture data were ultimately only useful
for the knee angle during heel strike. This was due to clothing, limb, and safety rail
obstructions of the physical markers beyond the capacity of interpolation.
It should be noted that the M3 and E-Knee trials were conducted with a first-generation
Niagara Foot. During the C-Leg trial, the subjects wore their regular feet. Comparative
data between the feet were not considered at the time of the trial, and this would have
some effect on the GRFs. Additionally, the subjects were given an acclimation period with
the M3 and the E-Knee of 20 min while the prosthetist ensured they were walking properly.
Such a short window of adaption is a severe limitation, but it was not feasible to use the
E-Knee in all contexts. To give context and comparison, the M3 was also acclimated for
the same window. Results could improve significantly if the subjects had longer to adapt.
Other studies have speculated that an increased acclimation period increased the efficacy
of MPK systems [12].
4.3. Subject Response
Application of the AMP was used to measure relative mobility between the different
knees, not full subject mobility. As stated in the results, there were no significant differences
between the knee systems, which shows that in relative terms, all knees were equally
mobile. Both subjects struggled more with balancing on the M3, which can be expected
with a passive knee.
As mentioned previously, Subject 2 exhibited signs of prosthesis distrust and possible
knee flexion during gait. Both indicate that Subject 20 s gait is less than ideal. Qualitatively,
the E-Knee was shown to be very comparable to the C-Leg with Subject 1; and more stable
than the M3 with Subject 2.
5. Conclusions
The results of this study support the hypothesis that a prototype microprocessor knee
can be manufactured at less than $1000 with comparable stability and user experience
to a standard high-end device. Preliminary testing suggests that the E-Knee improves
the passive M3 knee and performs more similarly to the Ottobock C-Leg during gait.
Though the E-Knee has reduced functionality from commercial MPKs, it quantitatively
and qualitatively demonstrated a tendency toward similar stability of the C-Leg while its
components cost 2.4% of the C-Leg’s commercial price.
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